
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMNXSSION

In the Natter of~

APPLICATION OF INTERNATIONAL TELECHARGEe )INC., FOR A CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC )
CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY TO OPERATE AS A ) CASE NO. 10002
RESELLER OF TELECON(MUNICATION SERVICES )
WITHIN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY )
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On August 17. 1987, International Telecharge, Inc. ("ITE" or
"Applicant" ), filed a self-styled application for authority to
provide certain telecoaununications services within the

Commonwealth. ITI's application included a description of the

proposed service and various exhibits designed to demonstrate

ITI'S ability tO prOVide the SerVioe within Kentucky. A proposed

tariff accompanied the filing.
Several motions for intervention were filed and granted. The

intervenors in this matter are, South Central Bell Telephone

Company {"South Central Bell" or "SCB"), AmeriCall Systems of
Louisville {"AmeriCall"), VeriCall Systems, Inc. {"VeriCall"), and

American Operator Services, Inc. ("AOSX"). South Central Bell is
a local exchange telephone company ("LEc") . Amsrica11 is a long

ko I

distance telephone utility authorised to provide interLATA

ITI is one of five applicants before the Commission proposingto provide certain long distance services often referred to as
"Alternative Operator Services" or "AOS." The AOS label is
misleading, for ITI (and its various competitors) often handletraffic, i.e. "0+"calling card calls, that does not involve a
request for operator assistance or service.



services within Kentucky, as well as intraLATA Service provided

via the resale of certain MC services. VeriCall and AOSI are
both applicants before the Commission in other dockets and are
competitors of ITI.

Both ITI and SCB submitted written testimony. A hearing was

held an j."ebruary 23, 24, and 26, 19BB. Oral testimony was

preeented by Paul Freels, Executive vice President. of ITI, and

James 8. Anderson, Assistant Vice President —Rates and Economics,

for South Central Bell. Additionally, Milliam H. Davies, an

employee of the Kentucky Department for Facilities t4anagement,

Divi.sion of Telecommunications, presented testimony regarding the

experience of the State of Kentucky as an end-user of ITX

service. All parties filed bri.efs. Subsequent to the hearing XTZ

filsd a neW prOpOSed tariff. ThiS Nay 5, 1988 tariff filing haS

been considered by the Commission in evaluating XTI's proposal.
Certain exhibits filed by ITI at the hearing have been accorded

confidential treatment.

DXSCOSSXON

ITI is a publicly-held corporation incorporated in the State
of Delaware. According to ITX's application, "ITI is a nonfacili-
ties based telecommunications reseller." ITI's services are
designed for use by callers in hote1s, motels, hospitals, business

establishments, temporary housing units, and by callers from

Throughout this order, end-users are those persons actually
using. i.e., placing calls from, facilities serviced by IVI.
ZTZ's end-users are to be distinguished from ITI' customers.
An ZTI customer generally offers the use of his telephone
equipment to the public.



customer-owned pay telephones. Such privately owned payphones are
commonly referred to in Kentucky as COCOTs (Customer Owned Coin

Operated Telephones). Of course, ITI's service does not involve

the use of coins, and may be connected to privately owned non-coin

phones, including "credit card" phones. In return for letting ITI
provide its service through a customer's telephone facilities, the

customer receives a commission on each call handled by ITI. ITI
also allows customers to add a surcharge to each call placed from

the customer's facility (e.g., hotel, hospital, or COCOT) which

ITI collects. ITI's service generally requires the alteration or

modification of the customer's equipment so that traffic may be

diverted to ITI.
ITI is clearly a reseller. However, ITI's method of resale

is atypical of the resale industry as it exists today in Kentucky.

Many interexchange carriers ("IXCs") operating in Kentucky resell
tariffed interLATA, intrastate services offered by facilities-
based carriers such as ATILT. Additionally, several utilities,
including Americall, resell intraLATA WATS and Message

Telecommunication Service ("NTS") purchased from LECs. The

resale of WATS purchased from LECs was approved in Administrative

Case No. 261, An Inquiry into the Resale of Wide Area Telecommuni-

Both'CB and Americall have indicated their concern aboutITI's request for intraLATA authority. SCB and Americall
correctly point out that the only intraLATA competition with
the LECs that the Commission permits is the resale of WATS
purchased from the LECs. Transcript, Uol. III, p. 57
(Anderson), SCB brief at 3, Americall brief at 7. ITI'starif f filing of Nay 5, l9SS contains rates only for interLATA
service. ITI proposed tariff, original sheet 35, SectionD.l.a. The Commission interprets this new tariff filing as a
withdrawal of ITI's request for intraLATA authority.



cations Service. The Commission permits the resale of MATS,

purchased from LECs, to complete intraLAYA calls. However,

facilities-baaed IXCs may not use their own network facilities to
complete intraLATA calls. Only MATS and MTS services purchased

from LECs may be used to complete intraLATA calls. Other LEC

services are not authorized for resale.4

Long distance utilities, whether facilities-based or not,

typically order access services from LECs. These access services

allow end-users (who are also customers) to reach the long

distance carrier they wish to use. Through access charge

payments, certain intrastate revenue requirements of the LECs are

satisfied. In addi,tion, facilities-based carriers contribute to
the Universal Local Access Service {"VLAS") pool, which recovers
non-traffic sensitive costs of providing access.

ITx's network configuration is highly unusual. Through the

use of a device known as a "DTS dialer," ITX has avoided the need

to purohase access services i.n Kentucky. ITI's agents co-locate

DTS dialers on the premises, or i.n the COCOTs, of ITI customers.

The DTS dialer "intercepts" certain calls that begi.n wi.th a dialed
"0".6 Mhen an end-user begins to dial, the dialed digits are

See e.g. SCB K.P.S.C. Tariff 2A, A2.2.1.B, which is a generaltariff restriction relating to the resale of SCB's services.
Access revenue is generated onlV through the Sale Of aCCeSSservices, and through ULAS payments. At the hearing, there
was significant discussion of these methods of supporting
access revenue requirements. ~E. ..Transcript, Vol. III, pp.119-122. {Anderson)

Sometimes the dialing sequence used may be "S" + "0" or "9" +"0", if the caller is usi,ng a phone i.n a hotel, hospital> or
dormitory.



stored. In a manner relatively transparent to the calling party,
the DTS dialer dials a local Peature Group 8 t"PGB") access number

for the underlying IXC serving ITI. In some cases, an "80D"

access number is dialed. ITI's underlying carrier for the origin-

ation of traffic from Kentucky is United States Transmission

Systems ("USTS"), a subsidiary of ITT. The DTS dialer gets dial

tone from USTS'witch, after dialing the local PGB access number,

then dials a telephone number necessary to reach ITI. The DTS

dialer apparently enters an authorization code necessary for VSTS

to bill ITI. USTS then transports the call to an ITI switch in

Atlanta, Georgia. Again, this series of steps is relatively
transparent to the calling party. Shen the ITI switch recognizes

the inbound call, a "drop-link" is used to provide a loop for

operator handling. This loop is bridged on between Dallas, Texas,

and Atlanta. AEter billing information is securedt the "drop-

link" is removed and an ITI facility in Atlanta places an inter-

state call from Atlanta to the called number. A call on ITI's
"network" actually consists of two calls bridged together at ITX's

Atlanta point-of-presence. This configuration is highly

signi.ficant. To OSTS, the carrier on the originating "leg" of the

call, it appears that

Kentucky and Georgia.

an interstate call has occurred between

Accordingly, USTS pays interstate access

charges to a Kentucky LEC and a Georgia LEC. No intrastate access

Transcript;, Vol. II, p. 50 (Preels).
8 Id.



revenue accrues in Kentucky. similarlyg no intrastate access

charges are paid on the second "leg" of the call, between Atlanta

and Kentucky. This is true whether or not USTS carries the return

segment to Kentucky.

At the hearing, during cross-examination by counsel for

Americall, Nr. Freels acknowledged that calls handled by ITI

consist of tvo interstate calls ca~ried by separate Ixcs. Nr.

Precis admitted that the IXCs involved in this carriage perceive

that they are handling separate, interstate calls.,9
This point vas also emphasized by SCB's witness at the

hearing. The Commission is concerned for two reasons. ITI's
ca11 completion scenario results in a misallocation of access

revenue. The reporting of ITI's intrastate minutes to USTS vill
not solve the problem. USTS should report its percent of

intrastate use according to the origination and termination of its
traffic, not ITI's. Additiona11y, utilities that configure their

networks in more typical ways pay intrastate access charges for

intrastate traffic. These charges are recovered through the

access tariffs that ITI has totally bypassed. For ~an intrastate

call completed by ITI, vhether intraLATA or interLATA, no

Xd.

Transcript, Vol. XX, pp. 80-&1 (Anderson) ~



intrastate access charges are paid by XT1, and no intrastate
access charges are paid by ITI's underlying carrier or carriers.

Since XTI does not market its services directly to the

public, it must literally "capture" market share. This is done

in the manner described above. For example, a caller from a COCOT

attempting to make an "0+" calling card call, according to the

instructions supplied by the issuer of the card, may encounter an

ITI operator if his "0+" call is captured by a COCOT altered by

XTI. Although Nr. Preels claimed that ITX operators identify
themselves--and we have no reason to believe that they do

not —such disclosure may be meaningless to a ca11er who has never

heard of ITI. The spoken letters "ITI" impart no meaning to the

typical caller, and might possibly be misunderstood as "ITT" or

"ATILT". Regardless of XTX's rates, an end-user should be able to
make an informed choice. Based upon the testimony of Nr. Davies

In its brief, Americall argues persuasively that to permit ITI
to use inters ate services to complete intrastate calls places
resellers like Americall at a competitive disadvantage.
Americall points out correctly that intrastate access charges
paid by authorized interLATA carriers are higher than the
interstate access charges paid indirectly by ITI through its
underlying carr..ers. Americall Brief at 11.
ITI's 1987 Annual Report describes ITI's strategic decision to
"capture a significant portion of the $7 to $8 billion U.S.
operator-assisted long distance market . . ." The report
further explains that. "At the beginning of 1987, XTI moved
aggressively into selected segments of this market." Annual
Report at p. l.



at the hearing< it is clear that some end-users have been

confused. ITI's practice of not advertising its services to
end-users aggravates the problem.

Since ITI's primary relationship is with its customer, and

not with end-users, billing is accomplished in one of two ways.

End-users may charge ITI calls to ma)or credit cards (e.g.
Nastercax'd, Yisa, Discover) or they may be billed through the MC

that provides their local service. ITI does no direct billing.
ailling tO a majOr Credit Card may be Of Value tO SOme

end-users, but it, produces a bill with no call detail record, a

significant problem for callers who need to generate such records.
This may account for the popularity of calling cards, such as

The appearance of XTX charges on the state of Kentucky's
telephone bill so alarmed Nr. Davies that, he issued a memo to
state employees warning them to avoid the use of XTI. At the
time the memo was written, Mr. Davies had never heard of XTI.
He testified that the first ITI charges that appeared on the
State telephone bill vere calling card calls, which was
"surprising." Transcript Vol. III, p. 10. Nr. Davies
testified that at the time the memo was written, he had never
seen advertising by IT1, did not understand how the sexvice
was being provided, and was concerned that the rates charged
by ITI appeared to average over $1 per minute. Id. at pp.13-18. The memo issued by Davies made reference to a local
call for which ITI charged $8.05.
A review of records furnished by XTX shows that of the
thousands of calls processed by ITI in Kentucky during 1987,
only 0.35 percent werr biiled to major credit cards. Although
credi.t card billing appeax's to be viable and cost-effective,
ITI has not convinced the Commiasion that this billing optionis currently in great demand.



those issued by SCB or ATILT. When a SCB or ATILT customer places

a "0+" call that is intercepted by ITI, ITX bills its charges to
the telephone number associated with the calling card. This is
apparently true even if the calling card does not reflect a

specific telephone number. This "third number billing" of calling
card calls has led to some customer confusion. ITI apparently has

the technical ability to process "0+" calling card calls without

an operator intercept. This practice may tend to further confuse

calling card users accustomed to using ATILT. This practice seems

common within the AOS industry, and has led to numerous complaints

in other states.17
An additional concern relating to telephone calling cards is

the fact that XTX presently lacks the ability to validate the

calling cards issued by any Kentucky LEC. Billing these calling
card calls exposes ITX to a significant risk of fraud. ITI has

Of course, xxcs other than ATtT issue telephone credit cards.
See NCI Telecommuni.cations Corporation K.P.S.C. Tariff No. 1,

Revised Page No. 27< Section C3.03 (credit card); US
Sprint K.P.S.C. Tariff No. 1 3rd Revised Page 25 Section 4.1
{FONCARD). In some eases, these IXCs provide their own
billing and collection services. Since ITI presently serves
only the "transient" public, who have no primary relationship
with ITI, ITI does not issue its own credit card, and has no
way to provide billing and collection services for itself.

16 The total charge includes the measured price of the call, plus
any customer surcharge, and a service charge which varies
depending upon the call type. The Commission notes that ITI
has substantially modified its proposed tariff, and its
service charge for intrastate calling card calls now mirrors
that of SCB and ATILT.

The Tennessee Public Service Commission has opined that the
practice may even be fraudulent. See Re South Central Bell
Telephone Co., 91 PUR4th 172, 174 (Tenn. P.S.C., 1988).



acknowledged this both before the Commission and in pleadings
lv

filed in the divestiture docket before the V.S. District Court for
the D.C. Circuit.19 Ta the extent that fraudulent calls are
billed to calling cards that ITI cannot verify, the risk of fraud

may be imposed on ratepayers on +hose telephone bills the calls
appear. The Commission is concerned about unverified billing to
calling cards nat, only by ITX, but by any AOS company or IXC that
engages in the practice. Were ITI's inability to validate
calling cards to become widely known, there could be a precipitaus
amount of fraudulent calls billed to working telephone numbers and

restricted numbers. If ITI cannot validate calling cards, XTX

should avoid giving the impression that it accepts such calling
cards. Apparently, ITI has created such an impression )udging by

the number af calls billed to non-line specific calling cards

Freels'estimony, Transcript, Vol. 1I, p. 117.
~.cC., Memorandum in Support of the Notion of International
Telecharge, Inc. for Leave to Pile Supplemental Reply in
Support of Notion of the United States of an Enforcement Order
Relating to BOC Calling Card Practices, dated June 7, 1988,
Civil Action No. 82-0192 HHG, at p. 2 ("ln the absence of
essential database infarmation, which is currently in the
hands of the BOCs, ITX cannot safeguard against fraudulent use
of SOC-provided cal1fng cards, nar can it safeguard against
improper third party billing to public, government and other
restricted telephone numbers."),

A recent tariff prapoaal by Us sprint ta provide billing to
Lac provided calling cards has been suspended, due to our
concern about validation issues. Orde~, Case No. 10326, An
Investigation of Operator Service as Proposed By US Sprint,
Communications Company, July 29, 1988.

-10-



carried by state employees. Finally, it appears that in some

cases, ITI's service has the effect of replacing the automated

calling card service of ATILT, which has validation, with a more

cumbersome, vulnerable service. Nhen ITI service replaces ATILT

service at a payphone, ATILT customers accustomed to using an ATaT

calling card have their call attempts intercepted by ITI. Mr.

Davies testified that calling card users, i.e. state employees,

have no weed for operator assistance when using a calling card.
Utilities operating within Kentucky are required to furnish

adequate ~ ef f icient, and reasonable service. KRS 278 ~ 030 ( 2 ) ~ In

evaluating ITI's application, we are mindful of this requirement.

ITX's service appears to offer little to the ratepayers of

Mr. Davies testified that he was surprised to see approxi-
mately $600 in ITI charges billed as credit card calls to the
state account in September 1987. Transcript Vol. III, pp.10-12. Apparently, some of these calls were recorded as
"third number billed" with the non-line specific calling card
listed as the third number. Transcript Vol. III, pp. 29-30.

22 In some cases< upon specific request to use ATILT, or the LEC
operator, ITI may "splash-back" the call to its point of
origin, thereby permitting the end-user to access ATaT
directly. This ability is largely dependent upon the
technical sophistication of the payphone being served. Mr.
Freels testified during direct-examination that "splash-back"
is "not by any means foolproof." Transcript, Vol. I, p. 13.
Mr. Freels also indicated that the "splash-back" capability is
at the option of the payphone owner, not ITI. Id. If a
payphone cannot or will not accept a "splash-back"< the
end-user may be forced to use ITI, or locate another phone.
Obviously, in some parts of Kentucky, another payphone may not
be available.
Transcript Vol. III, pp. 6-7.



Kentucky. ITI's customers may have their ob)ectivity clauded by

the promise of high commissions and the ability to collect
unlimited surcharges. Only these financial considerations could

account for the sudden, widespread appearance of ITI service

within Kentucky. ITI's growth is certainly not fueled by the

demands of end-users, ta wham ITI is basically unknown. In our

opinion, ITI's business practices, taken as a whole, seem less
than reasonable. ITX's unusual use of the services af other

carriers seems to be an inefficient use of the network. More

importantly, XTI is not paying for its access ta the 1oca1 network

to complete intrastate calls. ITI's use of the billing and

callection services of local exchange companies to collect
customer determined surcharges is unreasonable and could lead to
the blatant abuse of such billing services, For these reasons,

ITI's application must be denied. Although the denial of an

applicatian to provide interexchange services is unusual for this
Commission, it, is not unprecedented as applied to ITI. Me observe

that the Alabama Public Service Commission has recently denied the

application of ITI for a certificate of public canvenience and

necessity to provide operator assisted services in Alabama. Re

International Telecharge, Inc., 92 PUR4th 211, (Ala. P.S.C., March
I~

24, 1988). Generally, the concerns . expressed by the Alabama

Commission reflect those of this Commission. Several states,
including Iowa, Ohio, Oregon, and South Carolina, have either

-12-



accepted ITI's tariffs, granted certification, or granted interim

authority to ITI.24
The Commission fully recognizes that ATILT's many competitors,

in seeki.ng to compete for the full range of services offered by

AT&T, are likely to seek expansion into the offering of "0+" and

operator assisted services.25 Such competition may ultimately be

beneficial to ratepayers. However, any competition in the IXC

market approved by this Commission should benefit the users of
those services. The Commission will take all necessary steps to
ensure that end-users in Kentucky, whether transient or not, may

continue to have confidence in the quality and fair pricing of the

many long distance services available in the Commonwealth. The

claim that ITI's proposal offers benefits for Kentu'cky ratepayers

is generally unsupported by the record in this proceeding. Should

ITI develop a method of operating that is more responsible, it may

certainly seek approval of such a plan.

In re: International Telecharge, Inc., Docket No. TF-88-140,
(IOWa UtilitieS BOard, Nay 20, 19BB), (approving tariff, ex
parte); Appzication of International Telecharge, Inc., Case
No. 87-592-TP-ACE, {Ohio P.V.C., August 2, 1988) {interim
authorityg Commissioner Brown dissenting); Application of
International Telecharge, Inc., Order No. 88-619, {Or. P.U.C.,
June 10, 1988) (granting certificate)g Application of
International Telecharge, Inc., Docket No. 87-535-C (S.C.P.S.C., June 22, 1988) (granting certificate). ITI has filed
copies of orders from these states with this Commission.
Inasmuch ss none of these decisions reflect consideration of
the issues brought to the attention of the Kentucky
Commission< these orders have not been particularly helpful.
See footnote 20, supra.

-13-



UNAUTHORI ZED OPEPJLTION

During the pendency of this case, the Commission discovered

that ITI had begun providing intrastate service within Kentucky.

hn Order to Cease and Desist was issued to ITI on January 22,

1988. ITI's motion to suspend the Cease and Desist Order was

denied on March 23, 1988. The Commission has no reason to believe

that ITI is presently processing calls within Kentucky. Upon

review of the confidential exhibits filed by ITI at the hearing,

the Commission was disturbed to note that ITI began offering

service " even before its application was filed. This practice is
not condoned by the Commission. The preparation required to place

telephone instruments on ITI's "network" must have taken planning

and deliberation. Judging from the call records furnished by ITI,
it seems clear that ITI was marketing its service and making

preparations for "cut over" well in advance of its filing. Mr.

Freels testified that ITI filed for authority after intrastate
traffic began developing in July, 1987. Mr. Freels compared

ITI 8 practice of operating prior to certification with the

activities of facilities-based IXCs such as MCI and US Sprint.

The comparison is disingenuous.

The Commission has been aware in the past of certain
interstate carriers that completed some intrastate calls in

Kentucky prior to receiving authority from the Commission. In the

Transcript Vol. I, p. 28.
Id»

-14-



past, when carriers other than AT&T originated traffic primarily

over Feature Group A or "800" services, it was often impossible

for such carriers to determine the originating location of

individual calls. Therefore, screening out unauthorized

intrastate traffic was virtually impossible. In addition,

end-users placed such calls deliberately, perhaps to take

advantage of lower rates.
ITI's situation is quite different. ITI determines the

origin of each call as soon as the call reaches ITI's operator

center. This ability is essential for ITI's emergency call
handling service, which was demonstrated through a video

presentation at the hearing. ITI has the ability to block

unauthorized traffic, but did not use this ability until it was

ordered to do so by the Commission. Finally, no end-user

deliberately chooses ITI. ITI's excessive and often unconscion-

able rates did not attract end-users to ITI ~ ITI alone bears the

responsibility for operating illegally within Kentucky.

During the months before the Cease and Desist Order was

issued, ITI processed

service was installed
thousands of calls within Kentucky. ITI

in hundreds of Kentucky .locations, A

Before ITI may receive traffic originating from any specific
location, the telephone equipment at that location must be
programmed to access ITI. Each location is assigned an access
number, which is transmitted to ITI each time a connection is
established between the calling phone and ITI. Under
cross-examination, Nr. Freels indicated that from the outset
of ITI's operation, it was. recognized that the widespread
distribution of access numbers could lead to the possibility
of ITI providing service in states where ITX was not
authorized to provide such service. Transcript, Vol. II, pp.
'71-72. Mr. Freels indicated that ITI would route and attempt
to collect for such traffic. Id. at pp. 73-74.

-15-



significant portion of these calls were billed to customers of at
least four IECs providing service within Kentucky. Apparently,
ITI applied 3-minute minimums to these calls. Calls of less than

3 minutes in duration were billed as 3 minute calls. Surcharges

may have been added to some of these calls. Unapproved operator

handling charges vere apparently applied to all calls. XTX's

practice of operating prior to certification may be a factor in

the precipitous growth of its revenue. ITX grossed 510,000,000
nationvide in December, 1982, and $32,783,290 in the first
quarter of 1988. ITI's present weekly compounded growth rate is
6 percent.

Pursuant to KRS 278.160, utilities are required to file
tariffs with the Commission. Such tariffs become effective when

approved by the Commission. ITI has no tariff filyd and approved.

ITI has collected rates that are unlawful and unreasonable. The

Commission vill not ratify this illegal and un)ustifiable

When the Commission's staff inquired about XTX's practice of
carrying and billing for unauthorized traffic, counsel for XTX
indicated that. it would continue attempting to collect for
such traffic prior to receiving Commission approval. See
letter from Eddie N. Pope to Douglas F. Brent, dated January
13, 1988, p. 3 ("ITI more than likely will be handling some
intrastate traffic prior to certification"). Nr. Pope also
indicated that due to ITI's need to recover the costs incurred
by ITI for traffic reaching ITI, the company would attempt to
collect for such calls. f"Therefore, if we terminate a call,
we cannot give it away, and must collect for such a call.")
Transcript, Vol. I, pp. 22-23 (Freels).
ITI, SEC Form 3.0-Q for the quarter ended Narch 31, 1988, p. 5.
Transcript, Uol. I, pp. 22-23 (Freels).

-16-



behavior. Therefore, ITI must refund the revenues illegally
collected in Kentucky. Of course, ITI has refunded some money

already, in response to complaints. Rlso, some end-users have

refused to pay ITI. Many ratepayers did not complain, possibly

assuming that the rates charged were lawful. The fact that

billing and collection services were performed by LECs may have

reinforced such a belief. Such possibilities are immaterial,

however. ITI's rates were never approved by the Commission, and

should never have been billed.
The Commission FINDS that:
l. XTX's business practices relating to its provision of

operator assisted long distance service have caused customer

confusion and dissatisfaction, in Kentucky.

2. ITX's practice of using interstate services to provide

intrastate service results in underpayment and misclassification
of access charge revenue paid to LECs within Kentucky.

3. XTX's practice of accepting telephone calling cards

without the ability to validate the use of such cards is
unreasonable.

4. ITI's practice of allowing customers to add a surcharge

to the price of a call carried by ITI is unreasonable.

5. ITI lacks the ability to ensure that its customers

provide notice to end-users that traffic originating from the

customer"'s telephones may be intercepted by ITI.
6. ITI lacks the technical ability to ensure the uniform

return of traffic intercepted by ITI to its point of origin upon a

request 4y an end-user who wishes to use a different carrier.

-3.7-



7. ITI's operation in Kentucky since August 1987 has been

in violation of the tariffing requirements of KRS 278.l60.
8. ITI has the technical ability to avoid processi.ng calls

within, Kentucky, but did not avail itself of that ability until

ordered to by the Commission.

9. ITI lacks the ability to provi.de adequate, efficient,
and reasonable service, as required by KRS 278.030(2).

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
l. ITX's application for authority to provide

telecommunication services within Kentucky be and it hereby is
da'nied e

2. Within 30 days from the date of this Order, ITI submit a

proposal to the Commission for the refunding of all charges

collected by ITI in Kentucky for calls that originated and

terminated within Kentucky. Such proposal may take into account

the fact that certain end-users billed by ITI through Kentucky

IECs may no longer be customers of such LECs and may, therefore,

be impoapible to locate for the purpose of issui,ng a refund. Such

proposal may also account for the fact that certain refunds and

adjustments have been made previously.

3. The prior Cease and Desist Orders issued to ITI on

January 22, 1988 and March 23, 1988 remain in Cull force and

effect.
4. This Order be served on all I ECs and XKCs operating

within Kentucky, and all applicants currently proposing to offer
long distance services within Kentucky.

-18-



Gone at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 24th day of August, 1988.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

5'ice Chairman

issioneV

Irecutive Director


